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Design a whole chromoly frame with the ideal shapes 

The RNC7 & XNC7 are made from one of Bridgestone’s original 

chromoly tube types, called NEO-COT. The main feature of a NEO-

COT frame is that it is recognizable even when the paint is completely 

stripped. It uses a kind of steel called chromoly. Typical steel bikes 

use a joint called a lug to connect tubes but NEO-COT bikes are 

lugless; instead, they use tubes with both ends widened then 

minimally heat-treated for welding. A close look at a frame shows that 

there are no round tubes, which is what NEO-COT is about. 

Stress and weight optimization is the result 

The NEO-COT concept was born in 1992. The development team at 

that time was pursuing the perfect balance of weight, strength and 

stiffness. They carefully researched how stress was applied to a 

frame in pedaling and finally came to the conclusion that frame tubes 

don’t have to be round. The common knowledge at that time was that 

a tube had to be round for stress and weight optimization, but for 

the team this was an obstacle to be overcome. They started looking 

at the problem from a different angle. Would it be possible to design 

a whole frame using these ideal shapes? The result of this process 

was bulge forming, a forming process which fills a steel pipe with 

oil and pressurizes it to put it into the desired form. It was used for 

another purpose then, but the design team found that they could use 

it to form pipes which connect to each other without need for lugs. 

In addition, a tube forming technology called the spinning butted 

process rolls out tubes to the ideal thickness without needing any 

scraping inside the tube. 

Perfect shape for a chromoly steel frame 

This is how the unique shape of NEO-COT was born. It’s light, ideally 

stiff and supple, and has the ideal shape for a chromoly frame. 

We removed the bridge frequently used to connect the chainstays 

because the NEO-COT shape is strong enough not to require them. 

The NEO-COT was born in Japan and is still produced at a factory 

in Ageo, Japan in the present day, so NEO-COT is truly “made in 

Japan.” Bridgestone has pursued an ideal and improved chromoly 

steel frame to the world’s highest standard. When the frame is 

stripped of paint, you can still tell it is NEO-COT at a glance because 

it’s the perfect shape for a chromoly steel frame, created by the 

passion that kept pursuing the ultimate frame form. 

PERFECTED STEEL FRAME TO THE PEAK OF WORLD QUALITY 

NEO-COT TECHNOLOGY

Headtube & lug NEO-COT was born to win

The shape around the headtube is the part which truly expresses NEO-COT theory and 
technology. The top tube and down tube are bulge formed to fit precisely to the headtube. 
These pipes are welded with least amount of connecting material. You can tell this frame is 
NEO-COT with a glance at this section.

NEO-COT was born in the early 1990’s, and made to be the fastest bike in the races. Prototype 
frames were raced in the Olympics in Barcelona (1992) and Sydney (2000), showing that they 
were taken to be the best in the Japanese domestic racing scene. The photo is Raita Suzuki 
who was a team MTB rider who raced in Sydney. 




